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Carotid artery elasticity decreases during
pregnancy - the Cardiovascular Risk in Young
Finns study
Henna Kärkkäinen1*, Heli Saarelainen1, Pirjo Valtonen2, Tiina Laitinen3, Olli T Raitakari4,5, Markus Juonala4,6,
Mika Kähönen7, Nina Hutri-Kähönen8, Seppo Heinonen1 and Tomi Laitinen3

Abstract
Background: The aims were to evaluate the effect of pregnancy on carotid artery elasticity and determine the
associations between maternal lipids, endothelial function and arterial elasticity during pregnancy.
Methods: We examined 99 pregnant and 99 matched non-pregnant control women as part of a population-based
prospective cohort study. Carotid artery elasticity indexes; carotid artery distensibility (CAD), Young’s elastic modulus
(YEM) and stiffness index (SI) as well as brachial artery flow-mediated dilation (FMD) were assessed using ultrasound;
serum lipid levels were also determined.
Results: SI was 57% and YEM 75% higher and CAD 36% lower in the third trimester group than the corresponding
values in the first trimester group. Serum cholesterol and triglyceride levels were significantly higher in women at
the end of the pregnancy than at the beginning of pregnancy (P < 0.001) and in controls (P < 0.001). In multivariate
analysis, gestational age was the only independent correlate of arterial elasticity in pregnant women. In controls,
age (P ≤ 0.001) and common carotid diameter (P = 0.001-0.029) were associated with SI, YEM and CAD.
Conclusions: The present study revealed that carotid artery elasticity declined towards the end of the pregnancy;
this neither is straight correlating with maternal hyperlipidemia or the diameter of the carotid artery nor is it
associated with changes in endothelial function.
Keywords: Carotid artery, Elasticity, Pregnancy, Distensibility, Arterial stiffness, The Cardiovascular Risk in Young
Finns study

Background
During pregnancy, characteristic changes occur in
hemodynamic function: total peripheral resistance falls
whereas plasma volume, stroke volume, cardiac output
and heart rate increases. In non-pregnant subjects, arterial stiffness is a strong predictor of the risk of suffering
cardiovascular events. Arterial stiffness during uncomplicated pregnancy has been examined with many techniques with various results [1-4] and particularly during
hypertonic pregnancies [5,6]. The current concept is that
during an uncomplicated pregnancy, arterial distensibility
increases whereas in preeclampsia, arterial distensibility is
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reduced and arterial stiffness is elevated. However,
changes in arterial stiffness are not similar in the whole
arterial tree, but are regionally differentiated. Changes in
the elastic properties of the carotid artery are thought to
be different from those occurring in the aorta during pregnancy, and the carotid artery stiffens independently of
other arterial beds [7]. In fact, a Hungarian study group
has claimed that all carotid artery elastic parameters were
adversely affected during pregnancy [8].
We and others have shown that there is a significant
elevation in all lipid levels during pregnancy [9-11]. The
changes in maternal cholesterol and triglyceride levels
are thought to be physiological due to the needs of embryonic and fetal development but exaggerated lipid
levels have also been linked to pathological pregnancies
such as gestational diabetes mellitus [12]. We have also
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demonstrated that pregnancy contributes to brachial artery flow-mediated dilation (FMD) suggesting that vascular endothelial function is altered during pregnancy
[11]. We hypothesized that both pregnancy-related
changes, maternal hyperlipidemia and enhanced endothelial function, could contribute to arterial elasticity.
The specific aims of this study were to evaluate the
effect of pregnancy on carotid artery elasticity and to
clarify if there were associations between maternal
lipids, endothelial function and arterial elasticity during pregnancy.

Methods
Subjects

The Cardiovascular Risk in Young Finns is an ongoing
population-based –center follow-up study of atherosclerosis risk factors in Finnish children and adolescents. The
first cross-sectional survey was conducted in 1980. The
original invited sample size was 4,320 children and adolescents aged 3, 6, 9, 12, 15 and 18 years. The individuals
were randomly chosen from the national register. There
were 3,596 participants. In 2001, 2,283 of these individuals were re-examined when they were aged 24–39 years.
Out of this sample, 62 of the participants were pregnant
and 62 non-pregnant women matched for age and
smoking status were chosen as controls. In 2007 we reexamined 2204 (age 30-45) of these individuals and 37
women were pregnant. Again, 37 matched women were
chosen as controls. In both 2001 and 2007, 10% of women
in both pregnant and control groups were smoking and
90% were non-smokers. The smokers were defined according to the information participant self gave. Pregnant
women who continued smoking and smoked at least
one cigarette daily during pregnancy were classified
as smokers. A total of nine women of the year 2007
sample were studied also in 2001, three of them being
pregnant both times, three of them being pregnant
once and three of them being controls in both times.
Thus, there were 99 controls and 99 pregnant women
in our study: 33 women (33.3%) in the first trimester
(≤15 weeks), 18 in 2001 and 15 in 2001; 32 women
(32.3%) in the second trimester (16–28 weeks), 25 in
2001 and 7 in 2007 and 29 women (29.3%) in the third trimester (≥29 weeks), 17 in 2001 and 12 in 2007. The gestational age data were not available for 5 subjects (5.1%): 2
patients in 2001 and 3 patients in 2007 and those subjects
were excluded. After these exclusions 94 pregnant women
were included, 29 (31%) of them being nulliparous. Participants provided written informed consent and the study
was approved by the Ethics committee of the Hospital
District of Southwest Finland.
Height and weight were measured. Blood pressure
was measured with a random zero sphygmomanometer
(Hawksley & Sons Ltd, Lancin, UK) while seated after
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5 min rest and the average of three measurements was
used in the analysis. For determination of serum lipoprotein levels venous blood samples were drawn after an
overnight fast. All lipid determinations were conducted
using standard methods as previously described [13].
Carotid artery studies

Ultrasound studies were performed using Sequoia 512
ultrasound mainframes (Acuson, CA, USA) with 13.0 MHz
linear array transducers. Left carotid artery was scanned following a standardized protocol. The intima-media thickness (IMT) was measured as previously described [14].
The assessment of carotid artery elasticity indexes was
conducted by a method previously described [15]. The
best quality cardiac cycle was selected from the 5-second
clip images. The common carotid diameter 10 mm from
carotid bifurcation was measured from the B-mode images using ultrasonic calipers at least twice in end-diastole
and end-systole, respectively. The mean of the measurements was used as the end-diastolic and end-systolic
diameter. Ultrasound and concomitant brachial blood
pressure measurements were used to calculate the indexes
of arterial elasticity. Blood pressure was measured just before and immediately after carotid artery ultrasound scanning. In the calculation mean of these values was used.
Young’s Elastic Modulus (YEM) gives an estimate of arterial stiffness that is independent of wall (intima-media)
thickness [16] by the formula: ([systolic blood pressure –
diastolic blood pressure] × diastolic diameter)/([systolic
diameter – diastolic diameter]/IMT). Carotid artery
distensibility (CAD) measures the ability of the arteries to expand in response to the pulse pressure caused by
cardiac contraction and relaxation and was calculated as:
([systolic diameter – diastolic diameter]/diastolic diameter)/
(systolic blood pressure – diastolic blood pressure). Stiffness
Index (SI) is considered to be relatively independent of
blood pressure [17] and was calculated by the formula: ln
(systolic blood pressure/diastolic blood pressure)/([systolic
diameter – diastolic diameter]/diastolic diameter).
In the assessment of brachial FMD, the left brachial
artery diameter was measured both at rest and after reactive hyperemia. Increased flow was induced by inflation of a pneumatic tourniquet placed around the forearm
to a pressure of 250 mmHg for 4.5 min, followed by release. Three measurements of arterial diameter were performed at end-diastole at a fixed distance from an
anatomic marker, first at rest and then at 40, 60, and 80 s
after cuff release. The vessel diameter in the scans after reactive hyperemia was expressed both as the change in absolute diameter (FMD) and as the percentage relative to
the resting scan (FMD%) [18].
All statistical calculations were performed with the
SPSS for Windows programs (SPSS, Chicago, IL). Statistical significance of difference between the groups was
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analysed by One-Way ANOVA. Univariate correlations
were performed using the Pearson correlation. Stepwise
multivariate analysis with linear regression was used to
determine independent predictors of SI, YEM and CAD.
Data are shown as mean ± SD. A P-value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results
Clinical characteristics, lipid profiles, blood pressure
measurements and stiffness parameters of the nonpregnant and pregnant groups by trimester are shown in
Table 1. In both groups, there were 10 smokers (10%).
In the first trimester group the mean weight, body mass
index (BMI), total cholesterol, low density lipoprotein
(LDL) and triglycerides were lower than the corresponding values in the second or the third trimester
groups and in the controls. According to group comparisons, all lipid values were in an increase throughout the pregnancy.
SI was 57% and YEM 75% higher and CAD 36% lower
in the third trimester group than in the first trimester
group. The diameter of the common carotid artery
grew by 9% from the first to the third trimester whereas
IMT remained equal in all groups. A decreasing tendency in carotid elasticity with advancing gestational
weeks was seen also when the year 2001 and the year

2007 samples were examined separately (data not shown).
The difference in FMD% between pregnancy groups was
significant after adjustment for baseline brachial artery
diameter: P = 0.033 for linearity between the three trimesters and P = 0.009 between all the groups. The main
results were similar in nulliparas and multiparas (data
not shown).
The correlations between variables reflecting clinical
characteristics and carotid artery elasticity indexes are
presented in Table 2. The strongest correlations of arterial elasticity were detected with gestational age (Figure 1),
but also maternal age, weight, BMI, lipids and blood
pressure seemed to correlate with stiffness indexes.
Brachial artery FMD did not correlate significantly with
any of the parameters reflecting carotid artery elasticity, but the baseline brachial artery diameter did. In
non-pregnant women, SI, YEM and CAD correlated
significantly with age, triglyceride levels and diameter
of the common carotid artery. In the stepwise multivariate analysis, only gestational age correlated independently with all the arterial elasticity indexes (SI, YEM
and CAD) (Table 3). YEM and CAD also strongly correlated with systolic blood pressure. In the control
group, the stiffness indexes correlated with age, diameter of the common carotid artery, triglyceride concentrations and systolic blood pressure. Even after adjustment

Table 1 Clinical characteristics, lipid profiles, blood pressure measurements and stiffness measures of the
non-pregnant and pregnant groups by trimester
Variable ± SD

Non-pregnant (N = 99)

First trimester (N = 33)

Second trimester (N = 32)

Third trimester (N = 29)

p-value

Age (years)

32.2 ± 4.8

31.2 ± 4.0

31.6 ± 4.2

32.9 ± 5.7

0.330

Height (cm)

166.3 ± 6.6

166.4 ± 5.2

166.7 ± 5.0

165.5 ± 6.7

0.740

Weight (kg)

68.4 ± 13.5

65.4 ± 8.6

72.8 ± 11.8

77.3 ± 15.3

0.002

11.3 ± 3.3

23.3 ± 4.4

33.2 ± 2.9

Gestation weeks
BMI (kg/m2)

24.7 ± 4.9

23.7 ± 3.6

26.2 ± 3.9

27.9 ± 4.9

0.002

Total cholesterol (mmol/l)

5.0 ± 0.8

4.6 ± 0.7

6.3 ± 1.0

6.9 ± 1.1

<0.001

LDL (mmol/l)

3.1 ± 0.8

2.6 ± 0.5

3.6 ± 0.8

3.9 ± 1.0

<0.001

HDL (mmol/l)

1.4 ± 0.3

1.5 ± 0.2

1.7 ± 0.3

1.9 ± 0.4

<0.001

Triglycerides (mmol/l)

1.1 ± 0.5

1.2 ± 0.5

2.1 ± 1.0

2.7 ± 1.0

<0.001

SBP (mmHg)

116 ± 13

111 ± 10

112 ± 13

113 ± 15

0.836

DBP (mmHg)

71 ± 10

64 ± 7

65 ± 9

71 ± 13

0.032

SI

5.50 ± 2.44

5.15 ± 1.67

6.47 ± 2.34

8.07 ± 3.13

<0.001

YEM (mmHg/mm)

900 ± 439

805 ± 278

1030 ± 428

1412 ± 695

<0.001

CAD (%/10 mmHg)

2.24 ± 0.87

2.43 ± 0.82

1.99 ± 0.84

1.56 ± 0.59

<0.001

CCD (mm)

5.42 ± 0.42

5.39 ± 0.40

5.60 ± 0.44

5.87 ± 0.50

<0.001

IMT (mm)

0.58 ± 0.08

0.57 ± 0.08

0.56 ± 0.08

0.55 ± 0.07

0.488

BBD (mm)

3.03 ± 0.32

3.05 ± 0.29

3.25 ± 0.25

3.27 ± 0.33

<0.001

FMD%

10.02 ± 4.41

9.56 ± 4.54

9.99 ± 4.90

10.23 ± 5.22

0.883

All values are mean ± SD. ANOVA- test between the three trimesters. BMI, body mass index; LDL, low density lipoprotein cholesterol; HDL, high density lipoprotein
cholesterol; SBP, systolic blood pressure; DBP, diastolic blood; SI, stiffness index; YEM, Young’s elastic modulus; CAD, carotid artery distensibility; CCD, carotis
communis diameter; IMT, carotid intima- media thickness; FMD, flow mediated dilation; BBD, baseline brachial artery diameter.
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Table 2 Pearson’s correlation coefficients
During pregnancy

Controls

Stiffness
index

Carotid artery
distensibility

Young’s
elastic
modulus

Flow
mediated
dilation

Gestational weeks

0.401**

-0.361**

0.427**

0.082

Age (years)

0.294**

-0.309**

0.233**

-0.027

Stiffness
index

Carotid artery
distensibility

Young’s
elastic
modulus

Flow
mediated
dilation

0.349**

-0.341**

0.322**

0.155

Weight (kg)

0.304**

-0.375**

0.326**

0.065

0.119

-0.167

0.127

0.203*

Height (cm)

0.058

-0.066

0.074

-0.221*

-0.137

0.100

-0.153

0.097

Systolic BP (mmHg)

0.223*

-0.443**

0.420**

0.108

-0.016

-0.241*

0.172

0.148

Diastolic BP (mmHg)

0.150

-0.264*

0.350**

0.112

0.022

-0.234*

0.203*

0.133

TC (mmol/l)

0.379**

-0.363**

0.330**

0.172

0.058

-0.011

0.023

0.033

LDL (mmol/l)

0.340**

-0.307**

0.281**

0.169

0.012

0.026

-0.004

0.109

HDL (mmol/l)

0.271**

-0.163

0.249*

0.102

-0.058

0.025

-0.092

-0.161

TG (mmol/l)

0.209*

-0.289**

0.203

0.085

0.277**

-0.179

0.253*

-0.042

BMI (kg/m2)

0.242*

-0.328**

0.236*

0.148

0.194

-0.214*

0.207*

0.162

CCD (mm)

0.246*

-0.305**

0.278**

-0.066

0.289**

-0.224*

0.265**

-0.126

IMT (mm)

-0.136

0.044

-0.347**

-0.059

-0.056

0.083

-0.296**

0.131

BBD (mm)

0.347**

-0.327**

0.316**

-0.275**

0.160

-0.121

0.170

0.263**

BP, blood pressure; TC, total cholesterol; LDL, low density lipoprotein cholesterol; HDL, high density lipoprotein cholesterol; TG, triglycerides; BMI, body mass index;
CCD, carotis communis diameter; IMT, carotid intima- media thickness; BBD, baseline brachial artery diameter.

for the carotid artery diameter, the results of multivariate
analyses remained unchanged.

Discussion
In the present study, we found that carotid artery elasticity decreased towards the end of the pregnancy and this
was not correlating with the maternal hyperlipidemia
or the diameter of the carotid artery. Furthermore, it was
not mediated through pregnancy-related changes in endothelial function. All lipid levels tended to increase through
pregnancy.
Previously it has been shown that aortic elasticity
increases during pregnancy while carotid compliance

decreases [8]. Accordingly, we observed a decrease in
carotid artery elasticity during pregnancy. We also wished
to evaluate possible mechanisms behind pregnancyrelated changes in arterial elasticity, and therefore we
analyzed the associations between arterial elasticity indexes and serum lipids and endothelial function. Although we detected a significant univariate correlation
between arterial elasticity and maternal hyperlipidemia, in
multivariate analysis after adjustment for gestational age,
lipids were no longer significantly associated with arterial
elasticity. Therefore, our study indicated the lack of an association between maternal hyperlipidemia and decreasing
carotid artery elasticity. In both groups, but especially in

Figure 1 Correlations between carotid elasticity indexes and gestational weeks. The levels of the indexes in the control group are described in Table 1.
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Table 3 Multivariate correlates of stiffness index, carotid artery distensibility and Young’s elastic modulus
Stiffness index
β

P value

Carotid artery distensibility

Young’s elastic modulus

β

β

P value

P value

Pregnant women
Gestational age

0.407

0.003**

-0.501

<0.001***

0.459

<0.001

Age

0.170

0.197

-0.192

0.082

0.057

0.567

Body mass index

0.064

0.651

0.009

0.942

0.014

0.899

Systolic BP

0.168

0.203

-0.675

<0.001***

0.318

0.002**

Diastolic BP

-0.064

0.643

0.362

0.024*

-0.206

0.109

TC

0.113

0.609

0.048

0.786

-0.039

0.814

LDL

0.031

0.886

0.054

0.739

-0.093

0.509

HDL

0.138

0.341

0.001

0.992

0.215

0.056

Triglycerides

-0.026

0.887

0.047

0.758

-0.223

0.118

CCD

0.124

0.359

-0.093

0.423

0.121

0.248

Age

0.325

<0.001***

-0.317

0.001**

0.300

0.001**

Body mass index

0.053

0.573

-0.145

0.120

0.082

0.399

Systolic BP

-0.111

0.223

-0.195

0.037*

0.091

0.328

Diastolic BP

-0.136

0.144

0.069

0.693

0.075

0.436

TC

-0.074

0.433

0.054

0.565

-0.102

0.294

LDL

-0.074

0.417

0.090

0.969

-0.084

0.371

HDL

-0.002

0.983

0.013

0.892

-0.041

-0.447

Triglycerides

0.259

0.005**

-0.141

0.130

0.236

0.011*

CCD

0.283

0.002**

-0.203

0.029*

0.259

0.006**

Controls

Stepwise multiple-regression analysis; *P < 0.05;**P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.

the pregnant group, systolic blood pressure correlated
with YEM and CAD, as also in previous studies [19].
In clinical terms, despite decreasing compliance in carotid arteries, the incidence of stroke is not elevated during pregnancy according to recent studies [20]. Pregnant
women are young and usually quite healthy with apparently healthy carotid arteries and therefore a stroke
during pregnancy is highly unlikely in spite of the decreased elasticity. However, the incidence of pregnancyrelated stroke appears to be increasing, especially during
the postpartum period and therefore the present findings have potential clinical relevance [21]. In our study
there were no changes in the values of carotid intimamedia thickness suggesting that the hyperlipidemia
during pregnancy is not significantly atherogenic. This
is an expected finding because even in the presence
of major risk factors, e.g. in patients with the metabolic
syndrome, the rate of thickening of intima-media complex
is still so slow that atherosclerotic changes cannot develop to any measurable extent during a mere few
months exposure [22]. In the study of Koskinen and
co-workers, IMT progression was only 13 μm/year
even in patients with the metabolic syndrome. During
9 months of pregnancy corresponding rate of IMT

thickening could not result in marked changes in
IMT.
However, some conflicting studies of carotid compliance during pregnancy have been published; Hu et al. reported that in women with uncomplicated pregnancies
SI remained unchanged but the compliance increased
[23]. In our study, the women in the first trimester of
pregnancy had more compliant carotid arteries than the
controls, the stiffening started to become apparent only
in the second and third trimesters. Arterial elasticity increased in early pregnancy to accommodate increasing
maternal cardiac output and blood volume, which occurred to some extent also in the carotid arteries in uncomplicated pregnancies as shown also by Spaanderman
et al. [24]. In their study the last examination was carried out at 7 weeks of pregnancy with no follow-up data
to determine what happened to carotid artery elasticity
towards to the end of the pregnancy. In our former
study [11] the endothelial function determined by FMD
was slightly reduced during the first trimester and then
increasing towards to the end of pregnancy, i.e. a mirror
image of the findings in carotid artery distensibility. In
that study the post-release diameter was measured at predefined time points, while with continuous measurements
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the result could have been different [25]. In line with our
previous report we found a tendency towards improvement in the endothelial function with increasing weeks of
pregnancy. Inspite of an improvement in the endothelial
function we observed a significant decrease in the carotid
artery elasticity. This means that endothelial function may
not affect significantly with changes in carotid artery elasticity during pregnancy. Yuan et al. recently published a
study with quite similar findings to ours, but they also
studied some of the patients 20 months postpartum,
showing recovery in stiffness indices and carotid diameter
after delivery [26].
The reason of decreasing distensibility in carotid arteries
and thus conflicting findings in comparison to observations related elasticity from other arteries during pregnancy is not known. However, it can be speculated that it
is some kind of preserving effect where the pregnancyrelated increases in cardiac output and blood volume with
probable unfavorable effects on brain perfusion are kept
in check through regulated carotid artery compliance.
According to this hypothesis, a local decrease in carotid
artery elasticity may actually be an appropriate adaptation
to the altered hemodynamics occurring during pregnancy. Interestingly, Visontai et al. have speculated that
the amount of estrogen receptors could be smaller in carotid arteries and this might explain the difference in elasticity from other arteries [7].
As carotid diameter affects carotid elasticity under
normal conditions, we evaluated whether the pregnancyrelated increase in stiffness would be due to increasing
blood volume towards the end of pregnancy, i.e. whether
the artery was dilated to its extremity. Therefore the analyses related to pregnant women were also adjusted for
the common carotid artery diameter. However, this adjustment did not modulate any associations between elasticity indexes and possible correlates suggesting that the
pregnancy-related decrease in carotid artery elasticity was
not attributable to vessel wall distension caused by the increase in blood volume.
Our study population consisted of pregnant women
from a large national cohort. Therefore we had no further
information of potential preexisting disorders of the
women or any possible complications in pregnancies such
as gestational hypertension and gestational diabetes mellitus. On the other hand, the preexisting disorders could
also have been present in the control group. We had no
possibility to follow the subjects longitudinally, which of
course was a limitation, and therefore we can only report
associations between the exposure and outcome. We had
also two recruitment times, 6 years apart and this can also
be considered a weakness, although the analyses made
separately in both 2001 and 2007 were similar. We did the
analysis also excluding nine women who were studied
twice but the results remained unchanged.
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Conclusions
Our observations reveal that the carotid artery stiffens
during pregnancy but this is not correlated to the level
of maternal hyperlipidemia or to changes in endothelial
function in other parts of the maternal arterial tree.
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